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It is bard 10 ward orr the impression
that intellectuals are becomiog morc and
more interested in l.be physical: ques
tions of sexuality certainly dominated
the colloquial scene this time around the
Gennanic table. however rarely in fa
miliar positions to the topic. Where it
wasn 'I seXual. it was topical in lIle literal
sense of tbe word: space turned inlo !he
cultural identity of place. not least by lhe
paradoxical psycho-political dynamics
of a desire for the unfamiliar wilh an
often combined batred for the non-iden
tical.

What recent queer theory suppresses
in its constructions of homosexual iden
tity is i ts historical emergenceasconcrete
interventions in political and philosophi
cal crises. Andrew Hewitt in his work
"The Philosophy of Masculinisrn" ap
proaches !.he issue of masculinisrn from
the question: what was homosexuality
fur? He debunks the myth of lhe
masculinist movement in Germany at
tbe end of !.he 19th century as merely a
misogynist uadition. Rather than linking
masculinist mought with sexopbobia,
Hewiu exposes the potential of
masculinism for erotic foundations of
political ideology assuch.lndeed. male
male desire becomes the underlying
libidinal model for the formation of me
modem state. This form of homosexual
ity supplants tbe view of the
effeminizalion of males, a view that
opposes social forces centered around
the family. and hence to lbe feminine.lO

(conJin~don pag(! 8)
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Aby M_ Warburg

VISUALITY AND

CULTURAL MEMORY:
ABY WARBURG AND

BEYOND

On Sunday afl.ernoon, April 2, 1995,
an informal roundtable symposium will
take place at the A. D. White House at
Cornell University on lbe lOpic"Visuality
and Cultural Memory: Aby Warburg
and Beyond." This workshop is one in an
ongoing series organized by the Ger
man-Jewish study group under the aegis
oftbe Instiwl.e forGennan Cultural Stud
ies. Six Cornell faculty members and
two guestscbolars willdircetdiscussion.
Cornell faculty members will include
Susan Buck-Morss. Hal Foster. Peter
Hohendahl. Michael Steinberg. Suzanne
Stewart. and Geoffrey Waite; the visi
tors will be Michael Ann Holly of the
University ofRochester and Keith Moxey
of Columbia University.

Visuality and cultural memory arc
broad and timely themes in me study of
culture. In connecting lhcm wim the
thinking and tcxts of Aby Warburg, our
discussion will in fact argue for the re
vival ofa pioneering 20lh-centory project

(cOnJin~d 01'1 pagt: 10)

BERLIN CAPITALIZED
Vera Pohland
Fellow 1995

In November the Institute for German
Cuhwal Studies and the Depanmem of
Architecture at Cornell co-sponsored a
workshop entilled "Berlin Under Siege.
Rebuilding the German Capital?~

Several architects involved in the com
petition on major projects in the
rebuilding of Berlin participated in the
workshop. Considering mat "under
siege" implies conflict, me title seemed
self-critical orself-ironicaJ. The propos
als, however, did not suggest an attacking
or bombarding of Berlin. but instead
presented deeply thought outconceptsof
historical consKlerations and ideas of
the needs of contemporary and future
Berlin. The title also connoted the large
international participation in thecompe·
titions (over800emries from 44 countries
on the Spreebogen alone). Further, ~un·
dersiege" indicates connicting interests
among government, urban development
and environmental protection in the pro
cess of rebuilding. After 50 years of
marginal relevance Berlin is, by re-am
sliluting its identity ascapital, confronted
with the task of national self-represent.a
tion.

As one might expect. at an interculwral
and interdisciplinary event whicb fo
cuses on such different facets as urban
development. architeeture, hislOry and
Gennan culture, the contributions were
diverse and wide-ranging but nonethe
less engrossing, each in its own way.
Using a huge ,unount of visual material.
the contributors illustrated the challenges
and difficulties of rebuilding the Ger
man capital within the framework of
historical changes and under the ques
tion of a new national identity. Not all
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FACULTY
PUBLICATIONS

Representing tbe Ho!ocl'ustj histou,
theory, tr3uma by Dominick LaCapra
(Ithaca, NY: Cornell UIJ, 1994).

In this far-ranging work, LaCapra
probes various ways in which historians
are implicated in their rcprcscnul.lions of
the eventS of the Holocaust.. and be ar
guesthat the Holocaust occupiesan often
concealed. but cenlral, place in
postmodem and poststructu raI is! theory.
LaCapra covers much ground: he revis
its the 1987 Gennan Hjslorikcc;trejl as
weU as the coouoversy over Paul de
Man's wartime journalistic writings. and
be deals with me ongoing debalcs over
Heidegger's relationsbip 10 National
Socialism. in each case offering close
readings of important imerventions. In a
ChapleT devoted LO general problems of
literary canonization, he considers the
implicalions of a ~canonization" of the
Holocaust He puts imo question the
tenns ofdebate in discussions of~uniquc·
ness" and ~comparabilily."Throughout
LaCapra is concerned with repressive
discourses that can overtake the profes
sional historian and theorist and with
dismantling false oppositions between
theoretical camps - binary suuctures
that can themselves abet processes of
repression. The result amounts to a pro
posal for critical theory in a new mode.

The book is subtitled bistQO', the0O'.
u:awna and LaCapra brings "history"
and "theory" each dialcctically tQ bear
Qn lbc Qther, Hc offers an indictment of
bislOricist tcndcncies in historiography
"in which the theoretical component re
mains unarticulated if not resisted and
repressed" (2), On the other band,
LaCapra critiques the tendency of"bis
tory" in poslSlructuralist theory to
dissolve into fragmentation. discontinu
ity. generalized trauma. Where the
Holocaust is at issue, LaCapra is appre
bensive, too, about the implications of a
deconstructive approach to certain dis
tinctions - such as between victim and
perpetrator.

The third term in LaCapra's subtitle,
"trauma," renects a conunitment to the
renewal. in a highly self-renective and
self-questioning mode, of tbeearlyFrank-
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fun School's "auempt to theorize the
bond between psychoanalytic and
sociopolitical processes" (72). CentraJ
to LaCapra's endeavor in this regard is a
reworking of several Freudian concepts,
in particular: transference, repression,
acting-oul. and working-through.
LaCapra pushes tbe problem of transfer
ence outside the relationship between
analyst and analysand to "the intersec
tion ofthe personal, political and textual";
beyond the interpersonal. transference
for LaCapra "encompasses" . the way is
whicb problems and processes active in
the texts or artifacts we study are re
peated in displaced and often disguised
or distorted form in our very accounts of
lhem" (III).

Processes of transference are particu
larlycompellingaroundauaumatic"limit
case" such as the Holocaust. To the
extent that historians' present invest
ments in a past such as this remain
unthematized, LaCapra sees discursive
strategies of repression on one hand and
acting-OUl on the other, and he identifies
arangeoftheoretical positions with tbese
complementary tendencies. Hislorio
graphic approaches to the Hoiocausl thai
participate in varying degrees in totaliz
ingdiscourses. that "essentializecontext"
(3), that tend to insist on objective "his
lory" as againsl subjective, ritual
"memory." bear for LaCapra lhe mark of
repression that may seek to shorc up t.hc
identity of the "secular historian" to the
exclusion ofot.her subject-positions (83),
or to achieve "closure" and "redemption
of meaning and value" (190·91) in lhe
face of historical trauma.

While LaCapra writes wit.h some af
finity for the concerns and approaches of
postsUUcturaiisl theory, he is critical of
what he sees as a tendency 10 "fetisbize"
aspectsof postsuucluralist critiques, The
"discursive symptom" of such
fetishiUltion "is the repeated, moth-to
name movement toward the paradox,
3JX)ria.or impasse that 'sublimely' brings
language to a hall and renders impos
sible (or siluales as hopelessly naive) any
form ofrecovery or viable agency" ( 192),
Most importanl, he sees tbis movemenl
as one of displacement of the specific
eventsof the Holocaust, which lend 10be

repressed, "OntO such general questions
as language. nomadism,
unrepresentability, silence, andso forth"
(210).

LaCapra would "critically reinscribe"
Ihe calegories of modernism and
posunodemism, and to this end suggests
that "one may begin by pointing to the
role of the Hoiocausl as one problematic,
oflen repressed (which may also mean
canonized) point of rupture between the
IWO" (222). 'The question to be posed 10
the postmodem critique of cenain pre·
sumed modern projects such as
totalization and liberation!henbecomes,"
for LaCapra, "whether or to what extent
various postmodem initiatives consti
tute symplomatic intensifications of
generalized disarray - al mOSI the act
ing-OUl of posttraumatic streSs - or,
serving 10 some extent as an antidote,
become ways and means of rerognizing
and reinscribing prevalent conditions so
as (0 further the possibility of counter·
acting a fatalistic repetition compulsion
and thus of responsibly working through
problems." LaCapra understands
Habermas (0 be "closer to the former
construction of postmodemism and
Lyolard al times to the latter" (188).

It is the aspect of working-through
that LaCapra wants to rescue Crom what
he sees as its neglect on the pan of much
post·Freudian. and~cularlyLacan ian,
theory. "In reading '2:itek,"forexample,
LaCapra ", .. is bard-pressed to detect
cQnsuucti ve etbicopolitical possibilities
that might complement the searing cri
tique ofexisting phenomena .. " (206),
But such critique need nol, in LaCapra' s
view, preclude "elaborating a network of
norms or values" (210). The tendency
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colleges and universities and indepen
dent schools in the United States and
Canada may apply. Graduate students
and PhD candidates are not eligible.
This seminar is co-sponsored by the Na
tional Endowment for the Humanities
and the DAAD (German Academic b
change Service).

For further information contact: The
Institute for Gennan Cultural Studies.
726 University Avenue. Cornell Univer
sity. Ithaca. NY 14&50. Tel: (607) 255
&408. Fax: (607) 255-65&5. E-mail:
js75@cornell.edu.

FACULTY PROFILE

SUMMER 1995 NEHJDAAD SEMINAR ON
"THE CULTURE OF PSYCHOANALYSIS"

Sander L. Gilman, Goldwin-Smith
professor of Humane Studies, will direct
an interdisciplinary seminar in German
Studies for faculty and recent PhDs at
Cornell University from June 26-August
18. The tiOe of the seminar is "The
Culture of Psychoanalysis" which will
examine the construction and use of the
idea of masochism from its formulation
in the late nineteenth century through to
its reappropriation in feminist theory
during the late twentieth century.

Faculty members from various fields in
the humanities and social sciences at

WORKSHOP ON
TRANSLATION AT

CORNELL IN MARCH

COLLOQUIUM WILL
CONTINUE IN SPRING

Contributions to German Culture News
are we/come. Ifyou would like an event
listed or have a briefreview or article 10

contribute, please COntact Julia Stewart
at 255-8408.

pressed the desire to create at Cornell a
forum for a continuing dialogue. The
workshop on March 4.1995 is intended
to initiate this forum for exchange of
ideas and discussion among those col
leagues at Cornell who are interested in
the problems of translation or who dedi
cate part of their efforts to active
translation, eilher individually or in a
group.

Olschner works with the hypothesis
"that some facet of translation informs
mOSI acts of language, communication
and interpretation." Participants of the
forum will examine several apparently
disparate objects of translation and at-

Leonard M. Olschner tempt to determine their interrelations.

Leonard Olschner, Associate Profes- The workshop will address chiefly tex
sorofGerman Studies, has been affiliated tual translation - translation within stra[a
with the Institute for German Cultural of a single language (standard, slang,
Studies from its beginnings. As a scholar idiolect, sociolect,etc.), diacbronictrans
of German poetry, contemporary Ger- lationbetweendifferenthistorica1stages
man literature and translation, he invests of a single language. transposition be
great imerest in the procedures and prob- tween text genres, and translation between
lems of translation. He has observed a two or more languages. The workshop
growinganention totranslationandtrans- will also entertain the underlying prin
lation studies in recent years. "Some of ciples of transformation between two or
this work has been in theory. originating more media such as word to music or
in poststructuralist literary and cultural painting and vice versa, text to film, etc.
criticism; some has involved a redefm- Olschner hopes that this type of work

TheGennanColloquiuffiwilicontinue ing of translation studies as an shop will continue and lead to a
next semester with a series of invited independent, though of course not au- symposium on translation, as heconsid-
speakers from other universities and col- tonomous, discipl inc." A devoted ers translation studies an Lmportamaspect
leges as well as graduate students from translator himself, Olschner has ex- of academic work.
various depanments at Cornell. Speak- '-----------------------------..../
ers will include Julia Wagner (Cornell),
Dr. VcraPohland(lnstituteFellow), Brad
Prager (Cornell), Dr. Mois.he Postone
(University of Chicago). Dr. Suzanne
Stewart (Cornell), Dr. Patricia
Herminghouse (University of Roches
ter), and Ciaran 6 FaolAin (Cornell).
The Colloquium will meet Fridays at
3p.m.; for further information please call
the Institute at 255-8408.

1M Ubiquity o/Translation. a Work
shop on Translation and Cultural
Contexts, organized by the Institute and
conducted by Professor Leonard
Olschner. Deparuncm ofGennan Stud
ies, will be held at Cornell on March 4
from 9-.6,
Invited speakers are:
KonAgawu. Music: "MusicasTexland
Translation"
Frederick Abl, Classics: "Translating
Word-Plays and Puns"
Caryl Emerson. Russian, Princeton
University: "Bakhtin. LOlman,
Translatibility, Transposition"
Leonard Olscbner, German Studies:
"'Towards a Poetics of Translation"
Susan van Deventer, Romance Studies:
"Translation as Libeninage: Le.
Mardrus' French Translation of a Tale
from the Arabian Njebts"
Mkbael Steinberg. History: "Tasks of
the Translator: Walter Benjamin in 1921"
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(Berlin • COn1i/'luedfrom page 1)

questions were resolved. The panici
pants, however, did succeed in addressing
many of the physical, political. cuhural.
historical and urban features of a space
which is indeed unique.
~Berlin has always been a testbed and

laboratory for political and architectural
ideologies, resulting in a rich palimpsest
of ideas about the city which has pro·
duced a discontinuous. centerless
experimental urban field hardly to be
found in any other world capital." In his
introduction Werner Goehner marked
the renewed building activities and the
major projects of the city of Berlin and
the German government such as theGer
man Historical Museum, the Jewish
Museum in the Berlin Museum, the rede·
velopment of both Potsdamer Platz and
Leipz.iger Platz, the relocation of the
unified German government in the
Spreebogen (a site of about 70acrcs in a
bend in the Spree River for the Bundestag.
Bundesrat., Chancellor's Houscand press
conference areas) as an enonnous task
which will affect almost every aspect of
culture and not just Berlin's physical
design. "Underlying aU the reorganiza·
tion and restructuring of Berlin's physical
design and public spaces are issues of
relationship ofcorporate power LO cityor
national government, representation of
(state) power or national identity."

Christian F, Otto examined the ties
between "Identity and H..isLOry". He
observed that a leitnlotifin new architec
ture for Berlin-at least the work that
professes larger cultural purpose since
most buiJding is worlh billions of marks
ofcommercial construction-is that iden
tity is to be achieved through the
mechanism of history: to engage history
in some manner is to achieve identity of
some sort. ProfessorOttoargued that the
crucial juncture in visualizing German
identity in Berlin as a national capital
occurred, not in 1989, but between 1933
and 1945. Nazi proposals to reshape
Berlin inLO an appropriate capital con
taminated the very notion of Berlin as
capital city. Allied saturation bombing
in the early 1940s. followed by removal
of the vast rubble fields, made a tabula
rasa of much of the historical city.
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Ouo explored the viability of the his
tory/identitycquation on the basisoftwo
architectural projects from the '20s and
two from the '50s. Modernist proposals
for the redesign of Alexanderplatz in
1928, as well as for the large housing
project Berlin· Britz. derived their mean·
ing and authority from existing Berlin
contexts, not in tbe frrst instance as dis
tinctive new creations. In the '50s, the
GDReffort to make Berlin the capital of
a socialist city meant completely re·
building the former Frankfurterstrasse
as a multiuse thoroughfare renamed
Stalinailee. Response to the initiative in
West Berlin produced the Interbau hous
ing complex in an area that earlier had
been part of the Hansaviertel. By the
mid- '70s, tbese urbanistically rootless
undertakings resulted in designs, East
and West., of stanling fonnal similarity,
witness Alexanderplatz. and Ernst·
Reuther-Platz in the mid· '70s.

Kurt Goodrich discussed Berlin's on·
going process of becoming a "Prepared
City",acity "suspended within a process
of preparation, seeking to move toward
an active form of urbanism concerned
primarily with the city as a field of
enterprise for the performance of art
art that seeks to blur the boundaries
between itself, architecture, politics and
economics-via the artifacts ofthe city."
Goodrich spoke about the concept of
global exchange in a material sense
through the fictional Global Non-Profit
Corporation, or GNP Corp., which com·
ments on certain impacts of the market.
Its agenda employs the absence of profit
motive or use value and "seeks to pre
serve economic structures in a state of
dissolution. Structures and their prod
ucts which emerged within ideological
frameworks are no longer relevant, yet
serve as vehicles in which an alternative
fonn of exchange may emerge. That
means an exploration, if not exploitation
Ofustltsseconomics." TheGNPCorp.'s
goal is to categorically document sites
worldwide in wbich reclamation and/or
destruction are occurring and toexchange
material artifacts globally. In Berlin the
processes of reconsti tution and displace·
ment engage a volatile, immediate and
complex global arena; the application of

the program would not erase history but
implement it in significant ways.
With the usc ofslides. Goodrich showed

displacements throughout Berlin's past
such as the relocation of the SiegeSsli.ule
by Hiller and Speer and the buildings of
the political center of the former GDR.
The latter replaced the original Schl06
and will, in tum, be replaced by the
reunified government with buildings
that represent the new identity. He out
lined three axes of symbolic investitures
leading up to the current effollS to locate
the capital of the reunified German na
tion in the Spreebogen area. Througb a
seriesof illustrations Goodricb exempli
fied the symbolic loading of these sites
and suggested that use be made of
repressed material.

Goodrich suggested building a reposi
tory from fragments from other sites at
Unter den Linden. his proposed location
for new foreign embassies. The founda
tion walls would becomprisedofrandom
architectural elements from the global
exchange. witb thedebrisoffonnerGDR
structures not deemed relevant nor ap
propriate for the identity forged by the
new unified government. Complying
with the concept of the GNP Corp. of
excbanging material artifacts globally,
Goodricb suggested using dismantled
pieces of American bombers and the
relics of Russian warships LO serve as
material for tbe construction of a second
repository. This would beamuscwn and
nea·market with open exchange of glo
bal relics. Through this exchange the
elements of former political narratives
and now useless economics would be
shifted and reassembled to reevaluate
artifacts of history in a posunodern man
ner.

Mark Jarzombeck outlined the self
representations of the former GDR and
BRD through analysis of tbeir exhibi
tions on history. The impression of the
first Gennan democracy, the Weimar
Republic as a time of great confusion
derived from a multifunctional display
in one western exhibition. Visitors, by
pushing buttons to illuminate and move
many parts of the display of Weimar
Berlin were able to generate tbe sense of
an exciting but also cbaotic era. The
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implication here was lhal Germans are
inherenLly democratic but the Weimar
Republic was ineffective. JarLOmbeck
referred to a model of stars and planelS
out of order which suggested that HiLler
and his regime were a unique, contingent
cosmological event and that Germans
need not worry that a phenomenon like
this would ever occur again.

In the East German National Hislory
Museum another but surprisingly simi
Jar idea about Germany was presented.
Displays of the early gennanic public
meetings, the "ting", wereshowntoprove
that Germans are inherenLly democratic.
Like the western counterpart the eastern
representation made the 'chaos' of the
Weimar Republic responsible for the
rise of HiLler. According to Jarzombeck,
the greatest differences between the two
exhibitions lay in the represemations of
the two post-war Germanies. The West
depicted the democratic powers of the
Allies as liberation; the East filled this
role with Russia's liberation of East
Germany. Janombeck's brief talk ad
dressed the ideological and
representational problems of historical
interpretations.

The discussion that followed further
developed these questions, raising the
issue of why architecture produced the
same conceplS of space in both East and
West Germany. The responses showed
how difficult it is to talk about Berlin, ilS
architecture and history. Many discus
saulS agreed that the crisis of modem
architecture leads to confusion about
urban space, to the loss of self confi-
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dence, fear of space and similar design
despite ideological differences. In the
caseofBerlin somethingnewisrequired
as each architccturallook backwards is
problematic and burdened with nation
alism as part of the capital's heritage.

The difficulties in overcoming the
"wall in our heads" and ilS implications
for the "German Question", that is the
question ofdemocracy and national iden
tity in the new Germany, were discussed
by Michael Mlnkenberg. Through the
concept of political culture, which he
defmed as "the political system as inter
nalized in the cognition, feelings, and
evaluations of its population",
Minkenberg examined the process of
democratization in West Germany since
1945 and East Gennany since 1989.
While in the early years of the Bonn
Republic lhe West Germans appeared to
be in a stateofcultural disorientation and
showed "litLie pride in political institu
tions but noticeable pride in the output of
the new system", the next generation in
the '80s supported the democratic re
gime on a broader level. The political
system, the economic system and social
policy became sources of national pride,
although it was never considered per
fect. This slow but steady process of
democratization and the involvement of
West German citizens in politics served
as the pattern for comparison for
Minkenberg. He regarded the post-revo
lutionary, post-unification situation in
East Germany as similar to the post-war
situation in West Germany: "reemer
gence of West German behavioral

Architect's drawing ofSprubogen

patterns of the '50s: ritualistic confor
mity with authorities, retreatism and
rebellion." The suppon for democratic
values from East Germans during 1990
"indicates a mix of economic expecta
tioosandconformity in astateofimmense
disorientation."

Beside the similarities between both
conditions of the '50s West and the'90s
East Germany, there are differences. For
example Vergangenheitsbewl1ltigung
and a "sense of civic competence and
democratic consciousness" which the
East Gennans developed through their
democratic revolution. But this demo
cratic spirit of the revolution was shon
-lived and has to be reconstituted in a
process of collective learning. Now the
East's economic situation with high un
employment and social insecurities and
the increasing skepticismconcerning the
new political regime are threatening the ;.
project of unification and democratiza
tion.

According to Minkenberg the "capital
question" corresponds to the "German
Question" in a more favorable way. The
"creation of a capital in the largest me·
tropolis of Germany with the richest
cultural life was seen as helping to gen
erate more identification of the citizens
with their system and fostering more
cooperation ofcultural and political elites
- thus bridging the traditional German
gap between Geist and Macht." It is not
known yet, said Minkenberg, to what
extent the siege on Berlin and the trans
fer of national political institutions from
Bonn to Berlin can help consolidate de-
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mocrncy in the new Gennany.
Axel Schultes, who won the 1992 Ber

lin Spreebogen InternationalCompetition
for Urban Design Ideas presented his
proposal in a complex set of ideas. He
expressed the concern that his plans in
the process ofconstruction will be trans
fonned by the involved powers, He
disapproved of the lack of understand
ing, thc absence of standards and the
deficiency of an instinctive feel for the
essential by official institutions and de
cision-makers. As an example he used
the Bundeskunsthalte in Bonn which had
to undergo too many changes propelled
by too many different interests from
concept to construction. The architect
wants to realize for Berlin the "unique
opportunity to give to the spaces and
objects in this destroyed, fragmented
city a new order", He created a synthesis
where "toknow and love the old and save
it into the new" is possible. But he fears
that this rare opportunity in the life of a
city has been wasted since 1989.

In his Spreebogen proposal Schultes
created a chain of federal buildings
which instead of being squeezed into
one of the bends of the Spree river are
planned generously, connected with
bridges over two bends of the Spree and
extended into other parIS of the city.
"The Federation is taken literally as the
alliance of the places in the constitution;
the meeting place. thedisciplineofpoli
tics as an event for all our good,"
assembled in "the solidarity of the insti
tutions", Schulte interprets his
Spreebogen concept and the union of
buildings over the bends of the river as a
symbol for the federational constitution
and a manifestation of the Republic. He
views the plan as a finn spatial event
from which not only the national identity
but also the urbanization of Berlin will
benefIt. He illustraled his multi-faceted
essay with numerous slides which also
referred (Q a critique of inappropriate
spatial concepts and urban fragmenta
tion. His own concept dealt not only
with the Spreebogen but many places
due for rebuilding in order to integrate
the remains of a European city into a
new, more complex, synthesized order.

Lazla Kiss spoke on behalf of
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Alexander Garlln and presented
Gorlin' s introouction to theexhibition of
twelve New York architects who took
part in the competition on Berlin and
laler decided to display their projects as
an alternative to the selected ones. Gorlin
valued the Spreebogen competition as
"perhaps the most important competi
tion at the end of the twentieth century",
Gorlin noted cnically that due to the
large numberofentries, the jury took less
than ten minutes per project to arrive at
the finalists and that even an accused
criminal gets more time to have his fate
decided than the plan for the capital of
reunited Germany. This raises enor
mously significant issues at the
intersection of architecture, urban plan
ning and politics. Healso mentioned that
the entries from the USA were almost
exclusively from younger architects and
that plans from so-called leading theo
retical architects were missing.

Gorlin's introduction concluded with
a series of questions concerning the on
going debate on the final plan for the
capital. The question about the obliga
lionofthe architect to express the cuI ture
of the nation in the German capital needs
to be dealt with not only frolll the per
spcctiveofarchitecture, And the question
of whether thecapital of Germany could
be planned without a reference to the
Holocaust speaks right to the unsolved
Vergangenheilsbewt'illigurlg.

Kiss presented the twelve projects of
selected New York architects including
his own and pointed out their diversity
but also the generally critical attitude to
past and present Berlin. Neither utopian
nor pre-war oriented, these plans fol
lowed their own landscaping of a site
where history is almost erased. An un
easy relationship to the Reichstag
building is found in several projects, a
"confrontational approach is sought to
balance its monumentality and ambigu
ous past." Kiss' own projectkeepshislOry
in mind while creating a modem space,
a place where open activities could hap
pen. He proposes bringing different
aspects to the city through large spaces
with a juxtaposition of a "happy" part
(Tiergarten) and the "sincere" parlia
mentary space, Kissalsoseeks topreserve

space for memorializing the Wall,
Hans Dohrmann compared the situa

tion of Berlin as capital in 1871 with the
post-wall Berlin of 1990 through a brief
historical survey and a sketch of the role
of the mass media. lIS beginnings coin
cided with the foundation of the Second
Reich and the economical superboom
after the 1871 victory over France. News
papersand magazines, publishing houses
and media conglomerates built up their
businesses in the capital. Radiostarted in
1923, television transmission in 1935.
Berlin became the center of the Gennan
film industry in the lwenties and under
the Nazi regime of the Third Reich,
Bohrmann claimed there was a strong
support for building the capital afler
1871 from newspapers and public opin
ion.

Unlike 1871. the starting position for
the new capital in 1990 was a kind of
rivalry between the old capital of West
Gennany in Bonn and Berlin, part capi
tal of the fonner GDR, Almost none of
the larger and more powerful media con
cerns today are localed in or intend to
move to Berlin nor are the biggest public
and private radio and television stations
based there. Because of the profll mak
ing structure of the news media and its
need to sell news as a commodity,
Bohrmann does not expect the processof
rebuilding and the decision-making to
be attended by signifIcant press cover
age, Assuch heanticipateslimitedpublic
anention and involvemenl for the whole
process of rebuilding Berlin,

Werner Goehner presented several
urban and architectural design competi
tions for Berlin. He sees his projects as a
critique of the way the production of
architecture in Berlin has repressed the
uneasy question of history, His sugges
tion 10 deal with history in architectural
proouction - especially in the Berlin
cOntexl - is not to image history, or to
tum itlo mere decor, but to work through
and integrate history as an equally im
portant factor in the design process for
example considerations ahout aesthet
ics, finance, structure or material. He
claims that not only the present, the
physical, the visible but also the absent,
the immaterial or the invisibledetennine
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to a great extent the design of buildings.
Goehner' sentry for the recent Holocaust
Memorial Competition in Berlin seeks
to bring together the scorched earth of
the death camps and of Berlin. The Yid
dish word "smitteh" denotes that every
seven years the earth needs a sabbatical
year, a yeartorenew itself. In Goehner's
proposal, apiece of land within the death
strip of the former Berlin Wall would be
cut out, shifted out of mc horizontal and
made unavailable for any planning ac
tivity. Earth samples of the Nazi
cxtermination camps would be cast into
glass panels and made into an earth-glass
wall which would be shifted out of the
vertical, thus creating an uneasy space.
The cut out and tilted earth piece would
redefllle the horizon.

The marginality of the Spreebogen
area in the course of the historicaldevel
opment of the city of Berlin has been an
important factor in Goehner's scheme
for the Spreebogen competition. In reus·
ing most of the maps provided by the
competition brief he intends to launch a
critique by acting as a mirror to the
sponsors of the competition and at the
same time test the boundaries of the
discipline of architecture. His superim
posing maps independent of time and
scale - calibrated around the desk of the
speaker in the Reichstag building - re
vealed this marginality of the site and its
questionable centrality in the process
itself, resulting in a ~grafC revealing the
heterogeneityof the competition briefas
a text. With the seemingly impersonal
process of mapping and mirroring he
questions the myth of architectural cre
ation and authorship. Hecontends that if
taken as a blueprint for landscape ele
menls or buildings, it could show a way
of arriving at forms outside the norma
tive frame of architectural production
conditioned by instrumental rationality,
means-end thinking, expediency or util
ity and at the same time elucidate the
arbitrariness of this frame.

Goehner intended to provoke ques
tions on authorship, meaning and fonn
and he succeeded. The subsequent dis
cussion focused on the question of the
reasons for his proposal and the sense it
makes for others. Because the meaning
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of his historical mapping could not be
secured by the accordingly generated
design of buildings, it caused irritation
and criticism in the audience as being
arbitrary. The criticism implied a gen
eral obligationofthe architect to produce
form and 10 give that fonn a responsible
mean ing. Goehner poi nted out that mean
ing is constructed, it is pan ofa dynamic
process which does not stop at the
creator's intention. He perceived his pro
posal as an architectural selfexamination
especia1lyprovoked by Berlin. His project
paused at the point, where landscape and
building are still the same. That enabled
him to deconstruct the building site of
the competition. The discussion did not
solve theconnicting views of intention
ally pre-loading form with meaning
versus the generation of meaning by
perceiving the form.

"I don't build anything, or rathernoth
ing except words". Geoffrey Waite
concluded the workshop with a paper on
~Wallspeak". He auempted to keep in
mind what is already physically erased
ill the process of building or rebuilding
Berlin, the Wall and its implications for
history. The Wall was not all evil, it
posed many meanings which were ex
pressed in many ways... Walfspeak. is a
way of talking about aU walls and The
Wall (...) so as to make it appear that the
wall in question is only out there, only in
extended spaceata particular time, when
this appearance is false or partial."
Through a specific kind of literalization
as knots, the process of thinking and
walls and ideology, Waite defines
wallspeakalso as "an optical-pathologi
cal manifestation ofa kind of knOt in our
thinking about reality in general and
walls and cities under siege in particu
lar:' For Waite the blindness of that
pathological state seems to be necessary
for an unaffected insight in the condi
tions and the problems of a 'wall' "in
political and economic terms, the possi
bility and impossibility of building of
socialism in one country: how do you
build a system that is supposed to be
international as an enclave surrounded
not only by superior capitalist muscle
bUI also superior capitalist wit?"

Waite presented two vidco clips that

made a point about the wall as not solcly
cvil. Ophulus's film on poslwall Ger·
many, NovemberDays,showsprominem
GDR intellectuals being interviewed
about the wall. Their common vicw is:
"(I) the wall should have been built; (2)
shou Id have been a different kind ofwall.
more porous and ephemeral; and (3)
should have come down sooner." A sc
quence out of Helke Sander's film
Redupers (Die allseitig reduzierte
Pers<5nlichkeit) follows the Wall and its
graffiti in a VW bus and comments on
the particular situation ofa single mother
coming to terms with the walls of patri
archy. The Wall is seen in two ways: "as
material wall constructed by the GDR
but also as an invisible wall of patriarchy
and capitalism." Waite counterpoised
this Women-wallspeak with Rock' n'roll
subculture, with me song "Holiday in the
Sun" by the British group The Sex Pis
tols. They "both critieizeand reenact the
fact as they see it that, contrary to public
opinion, the Nazis have actually won the
war, are alive and well, rumbling in the
belly of the beast of the culture industry,
in welfare state parody offascism, where
people have as little freedom to make
their owo lives, as do those in the man
aged capitalism of actually exisling
socialism· in both cases what the Sex
Pistols call a "reasonableeconomy:' The
group could not cross the Wall, because
onc oftheir group lost his passport. Their
wallspeak yellsoutadesire: '" wannago
under the Berlin wall-I don't under
stand this bit at all- I going to go over
and under the Berlin wall." Confronted
with the situation in Spring 1977 when,
because ofRAF attacks and the concen
trated search for the terrorists, Germany
seemed to be in a state of siege, the song
speaks for other wallspeaks: ~the terror
and fury that aesthetic autonomy has
tumed once again into yet another form
of bondage, that revolutionary fantasy
wilts within t.he walls of Stammheim,
that despite the weaponry in their name,
the Pistols were Pop musicians, and that
the physical wall did not just run parallel
between two Berlins or around West
Berlin but also ran perpendicular straight
Out into the brains of the dead and the
living on any possible side of any pos-
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sible material wall ofexisting socialism
C..) or of existing capilalism (..)". Be
cause of the necessity to keep in mind
wbat wallspeak means in all of its differ
ent connotations Waite, disagreed with
PeLCrSchneider's statement "It will take
longer to tear down the wall in our heads
than any wrecking ball to tear down the
real wall." For Waite there is much to be
said for resisting tearing down the wall in
our heads and resisting the very modern
compunctions to "transcendent" and s~
thesize that which divides, to render H
aufgehoben.

••••••

(Retrospectil1e - continuedfrom page 1)
the ideal of the Greek polis-the proto
typical community of a bomos~ial

totalitarian state. Hewitt differenuates
masculinist thought from Nazi discourse
in that masculinism ignores biological
racism-masculine desire is culturally
formed-because it represents a tran
scendence of the "pre-political" body,
race, family, sexuality. altogether. In
juxtaposing tbe theories o~ <?tt.o
Weininger and Hans Bluh~ (narclssls~C

desire vs. desire for affimty), HewlU
argues that the political could not par
takeofthe biological. Theconsequences
for the relationship between race, sexu
ality, and jewishness areexpres~d in ~e
association of the oedipal deslfe With
jewishexogamy, which prevents th~p.rn
creative (race-bound) Jew from obtammg
political (erotically state-boun.d. male
bonded) subjecthood. The dental of the
desire for the molher or the other as real
object. Le. the merely imaginary attach
ments to an other, evolved
philosophically as wellas politically into
an ideological subject that no longer was
invested in the reality and liveliness of
the thing to which he is bound. In Hewitt's
exposition, this anti-oedipal sU~ject~
sition is represented in an anu-semltJC
subjectivity .

The historical discourse on sexuality
and subjectivity developed already
around 1800. Intheromanticgenreofthe
fantastic, Dorothea von Miicke ("Un
canny Doubles: TheEconomyofPlcasure
in Romantic Phantastic Literature") ex
plores a synthesis of the discourses on
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madness, freedom and pleasure that have
only been theorized in the 20th cent~ry

by psychoanalytic notions ~f s:exuallty
and the unconscious. FantasUc hterature
has originally shaped the concept of
subjectivity on the basis of se~uality.as

perversion. However, perverSIOn regiS
tered at the time a moral norm, not a
pathological evaluation. Sexuality/per
version and freedom were originally seen
as the normal anthropological condition,
whereas towards the end of the 19th
century they were dissociated from man's
autonomy and became part of the para
digm of mental illness. In close readings
of various fantastic tales, von MLicke
establishes a nexus between the cogni
tive processes interpreting (marvellous)
events and an economy of desire and
pleasure. Forit is in the indeterminacy of
the event that the rationalist model of
reality is challenged by a radically dif
ferent economy ofpleasurc engendered
by the fictional constructions of ~omo
sexuality. The pressuresof the anxiety of
homosexuality in the early 19th century
were expressed and mediated by the
gothic novel. The protagonist: s de.l~sion

is dependent on the his or her mability to
access his or her own history which, in
Freudian terms, characterizes repression.
What is repressed, in von Mucke's view,
is the subject's confrontation with adult
sexuality that coincided with thesubjcct's
exposW"e to an enigmatic signifier. an
unrealistic piece of language. Hence, the
fantastic mediates between the interpre
tation of language and sexuality as an
unfamiliar other. Such a mediation pre
pares an altemative ep.istemol~gy of
subjectivity thatbreaks With th~ e~lS~eme

of rationalism. It initiates the mdlvldual
as an historically distinct subject and
prepares the view on psychic disorde~ as
an expression of a singular personality.
Ultimately, "psychic disorder" in the
fantastic narrative describes the process
of a new organization of the subject's
pleasure that arises from the shaU?,ing
of the (enlightenment) ego boundarIes, a
relation between madness and sexuality
which Freud later has made the founda-
tion, again, of the nonnal. .

Prerequisite for a differentconceplJon
of subjectivity from subjecthood is the

distinction between anthropology and
epistemology, a distinction that Kant
already had to make in order to accom
modate the empirical-physiological
causes of man's actions. In addition,
however, Brian Jacobs points out in his
paper ·"TbeCharacter and the Characters
of Kantian Anthropology", anthropol
ogy for Kant takes on the status of a
complete science of man, an encyclope
dia of human culture and knowledge.
Yet, Kant cannot help but define even
such an encyclopedic scope of knowl·
edge in moreal terms: thcreis noparticular
constitution of man, because even prac
tical anthropology is governed by the
idea of a moral development of man. If
this development is not directly guided
by moral principles it is, no~ethel~ss,

oriented towards a social existence which
requires prudence. Anthropology then
becomes a pragmatic (social) science
that teacbes prudence. Similarly, with
respect to social skills, Kant acknowl
edges that anthropology is not a
"description of man but rather of the
nature of man.'· Hence, the particularity
of human development can be ignored
by Kant because man's nature is not
bound to time and place; thus, anthropol
ogy is no longer a histo.rical or c.ultural
science but a moral SCience. With an
thropology, Kant aims atascienceofthe
soul: anthropology is about the world as
"object of inner sense." Such a science
of soul allows for predictions about fu
ture social experiences. Man's nature is
always already a "civil situation" and, as
Jacobs insinuates, unfolds within the
boundaries of a juridical state. Jacobs
focuses on Kant's usage of"play," which
is perfonnedon the "stage" ofcivil s~i
ety, unmasking society as the productJ~n

ofappearances and characters. The tram·
ing devices forthese charactersand hence
the sources of anthropology, are history
books, novels, and plays. The compul
sion to play agame in society is regulated
by the task of prudence. K~t es.senti~ly

advocates behavior mochflcauon With
the objective of a changed (benevolent)
attitude towards one's fellow human
beings. Thearenaofsuch behaviorpra~

tices, Jacobs contends, is but the domam
ofcu Iture, and a pragmatic anthropology
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concerns itself primarily with lhe world
of human activities. Anlhropology can
not but be lhe study of culture, however,
as Kant's struggle wilh its definition
amicipates. from the approach of human
motivation.

As the study of human behavior and
identities, anlhropology in post-enlight
enment modernity has supplememed if
not supplanted thesllJdy orJiterature and
aesthetics. particularly in nationally de
fined literary disciplines. With lbe
concept of nation questions of bound
aries (insideioutsKle, exclusionlinclusion,
identity and difference) foreground the
concept ofspace. Butspatial thought has
historically been boused in the discipline
ofgeography. adiscipline that Wolfgang
Nauer seeks to investigate and revilal
ize for a form ofGennan Studies which
asks questions about the identity fonna
nons opcrative on various scales reaching
from lbe individual to the nation. Natter
asserts lbat the traditional modelofGer
man SllJdies, but also the social theories
of the Frankfun School, ignoredgeogra
phy as a science that dealt with the
significanceofspace for social relations.
Likewise, literary lheory has neglected
to consider the fundamental role ofspace
in the production and reproduction of
power. Space, Natter argues in his pre
sentation "Tbe War has made
Geographers of us all: Mapping Gennan
Social Space between the Wars", is a
social product, and the socia-spatial dia
lectic is not stricl1y equatahle to lhe
mental or metaphorical spaces utilized
in the humanities. Benjamin's treatment
of film as an understanding of the dis
junctive relalionship between lived and
conceptual space projects the impor
tance of spatial relations for different
forms of consciousness in modernity.
Natter cites model sites of spatial think
ing from the Geonan history of war and
colonialism as examples of how 'repre
sentationsofspace' and 'representational
space' are connected to state supponed
effort5(in WilhelmianGerrnany) toover
come social divisions by dint of a spatial
constitutionofa Gennan identity. Hence.
historical and political geography has
long raised the question of space and
identity. butan emancipatory answer has
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only been recently given by political
pllilosophers. such as Chantal Mourre,
wllo tacitly appropriate spatial thought
for a critique ofidentity as consti tuted by
its exterior. Natter concludes that re
gions and nations are but heuristic devices
to relate the particular to lhe general. In
tbe case of Gennan Studies, "Gennany"
serves as the region through which the
global may be examined in all its local
complexity and bistorical identifications.
The idea of German identity is tanta
mount to a hegemonic cultural practice
that aaempts to rlx the meaning of a
bistory and tradition whicb, in the last
instance. would render the henneneutics
ofreading superfluous and tum literature
into a positivist scienceof laws and facts.

That such a German identity is indeed
current social praxis is addressed by
Azade Seyban who uncovers the Ger
man literary roots of dealing with the
foreign only in self-renecting fonns. In
'1be Experience and Representation of
the Foreign in Modem Gennan Cui·
ture.'· Seyban traces the discourse of the
Orient to the 18th century value of
Bildung acbieved througb translating the
texts ofexoticcultw-es. TheOrientservcd
as the lost origin of the Occident. What
in reality is a spatial, geographical and
cultural olher becomes in literary repro
duction a temporal and historicized
feature of the selL Goethe's Wes/
tJstficher Divan (1819) betrays the utility
of the Orient for an alternative system of
poetic signification fetishized by the
Romantic frustration with the rigid dis
position ofthe sign and the rational order
of knowledge. Neither Goethe's nor
Romanticism's Orient is a mimetic rep
resentation of an actual history or
geography. As metaphor. the Orient is
mastered by the Occidental ego. Its ste
reotypes still permeate lhe repertoire of
figurative language. Tile C1rst critic of
this self-serving cultural stereotypingand
of Romantic ideology in general was
Heinrich Heine wbo, in his own evoca
tions ofan exotic Orient, identified with
the status of a marginal other (Heine
being Jewish and a Gennan exile in
France). Moreover, Heine validates the
received rlctions of Islamic cbaracter as
an opposing teon to a politically incor-

rect Christianity of European self-legiti
mation. For Heine, the Orient is not an
archaic or primitive form of the Euro
pean self, celebrated in rlctions. but a
poetic presence and present place where
images of the foreign serve as a liberal
ing vision for a social criticism. Heine
thus exemplifies the possibility of a dia
logue with another culture lbrough
fictional representations. Where such a
genuine dialogue wilh another cultural
voice cannot be fulfilled, Seyban, in a
critical interpretation ofa contemporary
Gennan novel (Sten Nadolny's Selimor
tM Gift of Speech ) that deals with a
Turkish worker in Germany. conrlfTlls
Roland Barthes' critiqueoftherepresen
tation ofotherness that becomes merely
a "repetition without origin," "a memory
without person" and"a language without
moorings:' If the recowse to cenain
known languages for cultural phenom·
ena result in their ideologkal occultation,
then an emancipalory social praxis. with
therespea to the foreign. can only come
about through a eritical distance to its
aesthetic representation and experience.

Forthecohesion ofa German political
Culture, the relationship to or memory of
lhe past has proven essential in a rigid
way. And this rigidity with respect to a
refusal to pose lbe problem of memory
and a "debt to the past" as a moral
problem has. indeed, shaped a certain
psycho-political identity of Gennany.
The absence or theoretical unj ustirI3bi (i ty
of a solidarity with lhe past in poSt·
metaphysical tevisioning ofmoral theory,
auempted by Jorgen Habermas, is the
point of contention for Max Pensky and
his criticism ofHabennas' discourseeth
ics. Tocontinue a moral pllilosophy after
Auscbwitz. the subjective had to be sup
planted by the intersubjective in the
primacy of a linguistic life-world; lhis
life, world is legitimated only to the ex
tent that a discourse ethic clarifies the
universal aspect of its justifiable nanos.
Moral intuitions, Pensky assens in his
treatise "Memory, Morality.and the Lim
its of Solidarity: NOles on Habermas'
Discourse Ethic," are incompatible with
Habermas' deontological moral theory,
because they direct us to include the
past-bisloricallyextant lives-with the
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horizon of our moral experience.
Habermas' model ofan ideal communi
cative community is orienlCd toward me
future and toward areciprocity ofb uman
recognition, not the past ofdead, incom
municable persons. Extending universal
justice to the past must rely on a supple
mental universal solidarity which
transcends the realm of (JXlSt}modem
moral concepts.Pensky rmds this supple
mental solidarity in all those social
theories that appropriate the semantic
potential of a theological discourse;
claims for justice and solidarity are
voiced, for inslance, within a history of
suffering. This religious context of the
ideaofthe past is anathema to Habermas '
"methodological atheism;" ithas todrop
outofmoral theory altogetherand can, at
best.. be supplemented by a reference to
ethics and contextually developed iden
tities. And it is this need for a
supplemental ethics, that Pensky elabo
rates for an ethical memory that is justas
inlersubjective as Habermas' insistence
on the linguistic foundation ofsubjectiv
ity. Memory opposed to language? With
Benjamin, Pensky traces a discourse
theoretical model that embraces
diachrony as formative of the symbolic
reproduction of the life-world. In con
clusion, language is the medium of the
past when it serves as 1001 for communi
cating an int.ersubjective present and
pastness exists in the mediumofmemory,
which is present Against Habermas.
Pensky appeals to an aesthetic discourse
in the formation ofa discourse-theoreti
cal conception ofcollective memory, as
adopted by Derrida and Levinas from a
judaic sense of the convolution of past..
present and fuwre. Literature embodies
memory as both language and
intersubjectivity. For Pensky lbe idea of
a life-world constitutes the object of a
universal solidarity that often manifests
itself in the "hauntology" of an Other
that awaits justice, in the diachrony of
one's moral sensibility. Thedismissalof
a concrete otherness inhibits moral phi
losophy for coming to grips with a
particular form oflife-and with litera
ture one might add. Habcrmas' abstract
debates about justice dissociate solidar
ity from any historical context and
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historical determ ination of languageand
discursivity of social experience.

Copies of the Fall Colloquium 1994
papers are available at the institutefor
German Cultural Studies. 726 Univer
sity Avenue, 5-8408.

••••••
(VisuaJily - continued from pagel)
in cultural and visual scholarship, with
out which our own understanding of
visuality, temporality, and cultural ex
perience would have far less potential.

The name Aby Warburg (1866-1929)
stands at the foundation ofagreat library
and a powerful school of art historical
scholarship usually known as iconogra
pby. But thescbool and its method bave
rationalized and formalized the richness
of Warburg's texts, wbich remain
umranslated and largely unread in the
UnitedStates. Akin tothethinkingofthe
much better known Walter Benjamin,
Warburg's addressed the temporality of
cultural experience as represented by
visual representations. These included
painting and sculpture as well as rituals,
ceremonies, and performances. His prin
cipal focus was on the Italian and
Northern Renaissance, but in 1907 he
wrote to the director of the Smithsonian
Institution that his sWdy of Renaissance
culture was inspired by his exposure, in
a long American trip taken in 1895 and
1896, to the culture of the Hopi Indians
of Arizona. Uniting these two contexts
were the mental and physical acts of
symbolization and representation, which
became for Warburg the keys to cultural
production in acomparative framework.

In 1923, toward the end of a period as
a patient in Ludwig Binswanger's
KreuzlingenSanatorium, Warburg wrote
alecturecaIled "Images from the Region
ofthe Pueblo Indiansof Nonh America"
Its principal theme is the struggle be
tween culwraldemons and cultural order,
in a narrative that touches on native
America, contemporary America, class
ical Greece, and various moments in
medieval and early modem European
Christianity. This text was published for
the first time in its entirety in Genoan in
1988, and will be published in English in
1995 by ComeU University Press, in a
translation and with an interpretive es-

say by Michael Steinberg.
Since the 1923 Kreuzlingen lecture is

akey textofWarburg's and also the only
major work of his now available in En
glish. it will serve as me basis for
discussion at the Aprilsymposium. The
discussionshouldbeofinteresttoComell
scholars and members of the general
community interested in cultural and art
history, visual art and theory, cultural
and literary sWdies, and anthropology.

••••••
(Faculty - continued from page 2)

But such critique need not, in LaCapra's
view, preclude "elaborating anetworkof
norms or values" (210). The tendency in
postslrUcturalist theory to insist "that
there is no alternative to symptomatic
acting-outand therepetition compulsion
other than an imaginary, illusory hope
for totalization, full closure, and redemp
tive meaning" (193), ironically
reintroduces a binary opposition that
LaCapra would deconstruct.

A "sense of theory related to Freud's
notion of working-through" would im
ply ..the possibility of judgment that is
not apodictic or ad hominem but argu
mentative, self-questioning, and related
in mediated ways to action. In this sense,
it is bound up with the role ofdistinctions
that are not pure binary oppositions but
marked by varying and contestable de
grees of strength or weakness.... The
problem posed by working-through,"
LaCapra acknowledges. ~is to render
explicit the question of normativity and
to avoid the pathologization of certain
phenomena (such as homosexuality and
femininity)" !hathas characterizedmuch
of the psychoanalytic tradition (210).
Theoryin the sense LaCapra insists upon
in this book, "would prompt an attempt
to combine criticism and self-criticism
with a practice ofarticulation that would
resist redemptive totalization. It would
not deny the irreducibility of loss or the
role ofparadox and aporia. But instead of
becoming compulsively fixed on or
symptomatically reinforcing impasses,
it would engage a process of mourning
that would attempt.. however self-ques
tioningly and haltingly, to specify its
haunting objects and (even if only sym
bolically)togive them a 'proper" burial"
(193). - Kiur Walker
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CONTESTING
GROUNDS

Pandamonium Germanicum

The title of lIle conference, "Contest
ing Grounds;' refers to different topics
that we, the graduate students in the
DepanmentofGermanSturuesatComeU
(Pand:1monium Gennanicum), perceive
as innovative, challenging, and conse
quently contested within interdisciplinary
German Studies in the United States.
The conference was organized by
PamU1monium Germanicum of Cornell
University and sponsored by theGerman
Academic Exchange Service (DAAD),
the Institute for German Cultural Stud
ies, and the Society for the Humanities at
Cornell University. The opening panel,
"German Theories/American TexIS·
American Theories/German Texts," of·
fered discussions about the reciprocity
between theory and culwral texts across
theboundaries ofGerman and American
"grounds." "Embodiments and
Disembodiments," the second panel,
lbeorized representations of the body in
German literature and was followed by
the third panel, "Camping Grounds,"
which presented papers reflecting cur·
rent lopics from the emerging new
discipline ofQueerStudies. Talks at this
conference demonsU"ated many innova
tive approaches inGoonan Studies,often
by positioning themselves in dialogue
with other disciplines, as diverse as Art
History, Film Studies, Museum History,
Women's Studies, Drama Theory, and
Lesbian. Gay and Bisexual Studies.

The opening keynote paper by Prof.
Daniel Purdy from the Depanment of
Germanic Literature at Columbia Uni·
versity integrated several themes of the
conference in his talk "Signs of Disci
pline: Clothing and Male Identity via
Goethe's Sorrows of Youne Werther."
Througb an analysis of the reception of
Goethe'searly novel, be addressedques
tions of subjectivity, and national and
gender identities articulated through the
performanceoffashion. Because Purdy
is aCornell University alumnus, we were
especially happy to have him partici-
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pate. Moreover, his visit gave us gradu
ate students the chance to talk with a
junior faculty member about the U"ansi
tion process from graduate student to
professor. His personal relationship to
Ithacaand Cornell made Purdy ahelpful,
interested and informative presence at
both the academic and social parts of the
conference.

The nrst panel "German TheoriesJ
American Texts· American Theories!
German Texts" presented talks that
emerge out of the dialogues between
American and German texts and theo
ries. Jairney Fisher (Cornell University)
illustrated theoretical conceptualizations
ofcorporeality through a reading of two
fascist rtlms, Triumph of the Will and
The E!.eJ1la1 Jew. His analysis drew on
Michael Warner's readings of
Habermas's concept of the relationship
of the public sphere and mass media,
which Warner applies to U.S.American
popular culture and Fisher, in tum,
reapplied to fascist rtlms. He was fol
lowed by Joseph Lewandowski
(Binghamton University), who offered
an affumative reading of the Holocaust
Musem in Washington, D.C. based on
Habermas' concepts of solidarity and
liability. His talk evoked a conU'OversiaJ
discussion about the significance of the
(German) Holocaust in U.S.American
culture and its potential displacements.

Lewandowski's talk provided a frame-
work for the following panel,
"embodiments and Disembodiments,"
because its flTSt contribution examined
the formation of a museum in Goethe's
Die Wablyerwandscbaften. This paper,
given by Peter M. Mcisaac (Harvard
University), investigated the role of the
novel's aesthetic consU'Uction ofthe dead
woman and its relationship to collecting
and exhibiting. Mcisaac's paper intro
duced a panel centered on consU'Uclions
of the body in literature, which drew on
theorizations of the relationship of mu
seum and memory; feminist theory;
multicultural studies and drama studies.
Lisa Bernstein (Universily of Maryland
at College Park) analyzed the relation
ship of female narrmors to thei.r dead
female friends in works by Aysel Ozak.in
and Monika Maron. The last paper, by

Therese Ahem-Augst (University of
California, Santa Barbara) presented
configurations of the mythical figure
Medea as a function of memory in sev
eral texts, most extensively in Heiner
Muller's verkQwmeoes tJfer.
Medeamaterial. Laodschaft mjl
Areonautcn. As a whole the panel took
up several of what emerged as the
conference's key terms, such as
performativity, museum and questions
concerning gender, and offered a transi
tion to the last panel.

"Camping Grounds" applied current
theoretical approaches in Lesbian, Gay
and Bisexual Studies toa broad range of
texIS from different periods and genres,
such asGerman literature, film and 16th
century woodcuttings. Rachel
Freudenberg (Harvard University) in
vestigated the tension of a homosexual
reading of Istvan Szabo's Mcpbjstp
within the ftlm's dominantheterosexuaI
epistemology. Claude Desmarais (Uni
versity of Toronto) discussed reader
response and genre theory in relation
shiptoGerman and U.S.American lesbian
mystery novels. Christian Gundennann
(Cornell University) integrated a cri
tique of male-centered approaches in
Queer SLUdies ioto his reading of sod
omitical representations in Durer and
Baldung's woodcuts. This panel pointed
towards the complicated interrelated
ness of the categoriesofgender, sexuality
and race.
The final discussion brought to the fore

the connicting investments in differenl
analytical categories, such as genderand
sexuality, within German Studies.
Though specific debates were left unre
solved, consensus emerged around the
necessity to both historically
contextualize primary texts as well as
carefully renect on the terminology and
methodologies used to understand them.
The final discussion was dynamic and
revealed that the dialogue across differ
ent theoretical approaches can be an
inclusive and productive process.

Barbara Menne Iand JeffSchne ida (De
panmerlt of German Studies, Cornell
University)
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CALL FOR PAPERS

Europe Toward the 21st Century
Politics. Policies. People

A symposium on contemporary
European affairs

March 30-Aprill, 1995
Columbia University, New York

Students in professional schools and
Ph.D. programs are invited LO apply.
Papers on all topics related (0 contempo
rary Weslem Europe are welcome, in
cluding but not limited to:

European Union Enlargement (incl.
East and Central Europe)

The Effects or the Maastricht Treaty
Monetary, Economic, and Foreign

Policy
The Environment

Soclallssues (inel. Immigration and
Welfare State Reform)

Submission Deadline: January 31,
1995 (receipt date)

Submissions: Papers should be 20-50
pages (double-spaced and citations).
Submissions must include a bard-copy
of the paper and acopy on a3S diskette
(MS Word or WordPerfect), as well as a
one-page abstract Papers are selected
on an anonymous basis and organized in
panel formal. Only graduate sludents
currently enrolled in degree-granting
graduate programs are eligible for con
sideration.
Travel and Accommodations: The con
ference will pay for presenters' travel to
and accommodations during lheconfer
enee.
Awards: Presenters will compete for
lhree awards carrying prizes of $300
each.

Send Submissions to:
Studenl Conference Organizing

Committee
Institute on Western Europe

Columbia University
420 West 118!.h Street

New York, New York 10027
Direct questions to lhe Institute on

Western Europe aI212-854-4618 or
fax: 212-222-4276.

CORNELL FACULTY

Arthur Groos, Cornell professor and
Series Editor of Cambridge Studies ;n
Opera, announces a forum for !.he grow
ing and lively area of contemporary op
era scholarship. The boundaries of ex
amination are broadly defined as lhe
history of Western opera and its larger
cultural context from Monteverdi to lhe
present. The series intends its mclhod
ological focus to be inclusive. ranging
from musicological studics of compos
crsand works or fonns of analysis to lhe
varieties ofapproaches lhat criticallheo
rics in olhcr humanistic disciplines can
now offer to lhe study of opera.

Inquiries should be directed to: Dr.
Victoria L. Cooper. Cambridge Univer
sity Press, The Edinburgh Building,
Shaftesbury Road, CambridgeCB22RU,
England.

••••••

Professor Allen Wood, Department
of Philosophy, will give lhe opening
plenary address: "Kant's Project of Per
petual Peacc" at lhe Eighth International
KantCongress: Kant aodtbCProblcmof
~ in Memphis, Tennessee, March 1
5. Professor Wood will alsogivcapaper:
"Humanity As an End in Itself."

GERMAN HISTORICAL
INSTITUTE

1607 NEW HAMPSHIRE
AVENUE, N. W.

WASHINGTON, D. C.
TEL: (202) 387-3355

LECTURE SERIES - SPRING
1995

50 YEARS LATER:
HISTORiANS VIEW THE

AFTERMATH OF WORW
WAR 11

Elizabeth D, Heineman
Bowling Green State University

West German ReflectiOns on Women
and the Naz.i Era

Thursday, February 16,4-6 p.m.

Frank Nlnkovlch
S1. John's University

What Was the German Problem?
Thursday, March 9, 4-6 p.m.

Jeffry M, Diefendorf
University of New Hampshire

Ruins, Reconstruction, and Remem
brance:

The Aftermath of World War JJ
Wednesday, March 22, 4-6 p.m.

Eric Weltz
St. Olaf College

The 'GeT'11UJn' in the German Demo
cralic Republic:

Soviet Interests and Weimar Legacies
Monday, May 8, 4-6 p.m.

Mark Trachtenberg
University of Pennsylvania

The Origins ofthe Cold War: New
light After 50 Years?

Monday, May 8, 4-6 p.m.

Max Holland
Washington, D. C.

A Twentieth Century Encounter:
Germany and John J. McCloy

Tuesday, May 16,4-6 p.m.
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The DAAD Prizes for the
Best Syllabi in German

Studies

to $IOOOin prizes for innovative intcrdis
ciplinary or comparative approaches
to the teaching of German Studies (in
cluding language, politics, history, lit
erature, cinema, anthropology, culture,
art history, geography, musicology,
women's studies. Jewish studies, etc.)
will be awarded in 1995.

to An syllabi submitted for the competi
tion will be included in an on-line, multi
year database of teaChing materials for
German Studies.

to Complete and detalled syllabi, includ
ing detailed references, sources, and
pedagogical goals. should be submitted
as bard copy and on 3.5" diskette, clearly
labeled to indicatecomputer (PC or Mac),
author, and software by:

1 March 1995

to Kizer Walker, DepanmemofStudies,
194 Goldwin-Smith Hall, Cornell Uni
versity, hhaca. NY 14853. Information
on accessing the database can be had
from the same source.

INSTITUT FUR Dm
WISSENSCHAFTEN YOM

MENSCHEN
INSTITUTE FOR HUMAN

SCIENCES
IWM Junior Visiting Fellow

ships
July-December 1995

IWM's Junior Visiting Fellowship
Program gives scholars in the humani
ties and social sciences an opportunity
to pursue their research in Vienna
under the guidance of IWM's Perma
nent and Visiting Fellows. Applica
tions are especially encouraged from
doctoral and post-doctoral candidates
in Philosophy, Political Science,
History, Art History, Economics and
International Relations. Topics of
proposed research should correspond
to those of IWM's permanent and
Visiting Fellows or ongoing IWM
projects. in particular:
to Political Philosophy of the Nine
teenth and Twentieth Centuries
to Gender Studies in Philosophy
* Transitions to Democracy
to Rethinking Post War Europe: Social
and Political Consequences of World
War II

to Social Costs of Economic Transfor
mation in Central Europe
to Transformation of National Higher
Education and Research Systems in
Europe

Deadline: March 31,1995. Applica
tions to Traude Kastner, Junior
Visiting Fellows Program, lnstitut fUr
die Wissensehaften vom Menschen, A
1090 Vienna, Spiuelauer Unde 3, Fax
(+431) 313 58-30

THE HEBREW UNIVERSITY OF

JERUSALEM THE FRANZ
ROSENZWEIG REsEARCH

CENTER FOR GERMAN·JEW.

ISH LITERATURE AND
CULTURAL HISTORY

The Franz Rosenzweig Researcb
Center grants doctoral and post
doctoral fellowships for the academic
year 1995196. Theme of this research
program is: Forms and Structures or
Literary and Historical Memory
within the German-Jewish Context.
Deadline: March 15, 1995. Applica
tions includi'ng a detailed research
proposal, curriculum vitae and two
letters of recommendation to The
Franz Rosenzweig Research Center,
Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Givat
Ram, Jerusalem 91904. Israel.

GERMAN CULTURAL CALENDAR - continuedjrompage /4

6-28 Exhibition hy German Artist Clemens Weiss. Consulate General or the Federal Republic or Germany, 460 Park
Avenue, New York, NY

7-9 Sixth Annual Germanic Studies Graduate Student Conrerence, Yale University. Contact: Gretchen Hachmelster,
Dept of Germanic Langs., Yale U., P.O. Box 208210, New Haven, CT 06520_8210.

Lale
April Arno Schmidt Readings. Together wilh Dalkey Archive and the Arno Schmidt Foundalion of Bargfeld. Germany

and Schmidt's authorized translator John E. Woods, Goethe House New York/German Cultural Center will present
readings from Schmidt's works in German and in the English translation by Woods. This series of readings will be
presemedat Goethe House New York, Goclhe-Institut Boston, Goethe-InstitutChicago, Goelhe-lnstitut San Francisco,
and Goethe-Institut Los Angeles. Contact: Nell Christian Pages, Goethe House New York: (212) 439-8707.

June
28-1 July Coalition ofWomen in Gennan (WIG) sponsored conference in Berlin,Gennany.''l<orresponden7.enund Differenzen:

Feminlstlche Forschung in Nordamerika und der BRDtt
, Organizers arc Inge Stephan (Humboldt UniversiUi.t)

and Elke Liebs (Potsdam UniversiUlt). Werkstaltgespd.che und Projektvorstellungen. Applicants must be member
of WIG at time of registration. Commiunent of 30 people by March I. Contact Martha Wallach (203) 828·3359.
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GERMAN CULTURAL CALENDAR
January
5-27 Exhibition By German Artist Susanne Oelllnger; Consulate General of the Federal Republic or Germany, 460 Park

Avenue, New York, NY.

11-2111 Exhibition: Competition fOT the New Austrian Cultural Institute, New York. Includes winning scheme
designed by Austrian-born architect Raimund Abraham. as well asover 50entriesby fmns including Coop Himmclbau.
Hans Hollein. Competition was open to Austrian architects worldwide. Syracuse University, School of Architecture,
103 Slocum Hall. (315) 443-2256.

19-21 The Spolls of War· World War II and Its Aftermath: The Loss, Reappearance, and Recovery of Cultural
Property (Conference) Bard Graduate Center for Studies In the Decorative Arts, Organizer: Andrea Morgan. DAAD.

23 "The Maklngofa Dictionary: On the Comprehensive English-Macedonlan Dictionary," Professor Olga Miseska
Tomic (Skopje, Macedonia, and lhe UniversityofNovi Sad, Yugoslavia). Cornell Universlty,IS3 Uris Hall, 12:15 p.m.
Sponsored by the Institute (or European Studies.

February
1-5.9 FUm: "Austrian Avant-Garde FUm: 1954-1993". This travelling show includes 64 fl1ms by 23 filmmakers from

Austria. For Inrormalion on filmings at MFA Boston and Harvard, call (415) 558-8129.

2-24 Exhibition by German Artist Alessla Christina Mumm von Mallinckrodt; Consulate General or the Federal
Republk or Germany, 460 Park Avenue, New York, NY.

March
2-31 Exhibition by German Artist Jorg SOchtlg; ConsulaleGeneral or the Federal Republk orGermany,46O Park Avenue,

New York, NY.

4 "The Ubiquity of Translation" workshop on translation and cultural contexlS organized by Leonard Olschner,
Department of Gennan Studies. Cornell University. Contacllhe Institute al (607) 255-8408. Sec articles this Issue.

9-12 Germany in Film: Post-I»rojectlons 11- ''Gender in Contemporary German Film and Culture" (Conference).
University of Toronto, Organizer: Ute Llschke-McNab. DAAD.

15-4/9 Herter Brothers Furnlture and Interiors for a GUded Age, Metropolitan Museum or Art, New York, NY.

17-19 German Studies as Cultural Studies (Symposium). Davidson College. Organizer: Scott rnnbam. DUD.

23-25 Literature at Its Own Funeral? Emory German Studies Colloquium, Atlanta, GA 30322. Tel.: (404) 727-6458. Fax:
(404) 721-2903. Organizer: Erdmann Wanlek. DAAD.

24-25 Jewisb Austrians and Germans: Exile and Contemporary Relations, University of Michigan, Dearborn. Contact:
JacqueUne Vansa nl, Humanities, U. OrMlcb., Dearborn, MI48128. E-mail: Jacquel!ne.vansant@um.e<:.umlch.edu.DAA D.

24·26 Multiculturalism in Contemporary German Literature: A Writer's Symposium, Washington University, St.
Louis, MO. 12 fonner Max Kade Writers will give Poetikvorlesungen on the multicultural dimensions oftbeir works.
Contact: Debbie Kurtz, Center for Contemporary German Lilerature, Dept. or Germanic Langs., Washington U.,
Box 1104, One Brookings Drive, St. Louis, MO 63130-4899. (314) 935-5106. Fax: (314) 935·7255.

April
2

6-9

Page /4

Symposium "Vlsuallty and Cultural Memory: Aby War-burg and Beyond." Cornell University. Convened by
Michael Steinberg. History Depanment. Contact the Inslltute (607) 255-8408. See article this issue.

Nineteenth Annual Meeting and Symposium of the Society for German-American Studies in

Louisville, KY. To emphasize Gennan-American presence in the Ohio Valley. Sponsored by Kentucky
German Heritage SocIety and Internallonal Center or Ihe Uor Louisville, P. O. Box 37271, Loulsvlle, KY 40232.

(continued on page J3)
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